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These gases roughly come from: 
making things i.e. cement, steel, plastic (31%);  
plugging in i.e. electricity (27%);  
growing things i.e. plants/animals (19%);  
getting around i.e. transport (16%);  
and keeping our buildings warm or cool (7%).

 Courtesy of Bill Gates, 
“How to Avoid a Climate Disaster”

Did you know globally we need to 
remove 51 bn tonnes of  green-house  
gases from the atmosphere every year  
to achieve net carbon zero emissions  
by 2050? 
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Our brighter future together 

nZero Group Ltd first invested in Thyson Technology in 2016 and has now  

invested in Orbital Gas Systems. A key factor behind the combination of the  

two businesses is that we believe the time is right to build on our established 

capabilities. Using the exceptional talent of both businesses will position nZero 

Group as the UK’s leading measurement and control partner across the natural 

gas, petrochemical, biomethane and decarbonisation sectors.

Context
Both Thyson and Orbital have enjoyed sustained growth throughout their histories  
in different industrial measurement and control markets and more recently,  
converging in similar markets whilst maintaining their roots. Over the past few years  
our traditional markets have been more difficult to navigate in terms of demand for  
our niche capabilities. Increased competition and external factors leading to lower  
energy infrastructure investment, such as the UK Government’s delay in launching  
a new support mechanism for Green Gas, has resulted in fluctuating workloads and 
reduced revenues, leading to a financially challenging period for both businesses.

As we emerge from the COVID pandemic, our markets are more attractive again and 
demand is increasing. Ofgem’s new investment cycle (RIIO2) has come to life, the new 
Green Gas Support Scheme in biomethane has been launched, and we are experiencing 
sustained higher oil and gas prices; all of which is leading to an increase in positive 
investment decisions in the midstream and upstream sectors.

In addition to this, the UK and many other countries are making significant commitments 
to tackle the climate crisis. This is creating a growing demand for companies like Orbital 
and Thyson to provide a blend of existing technologies and innovative solutions to 
decarbonise, supporting customers’ commercial and technological challenges to meet  
the targets they have set themselves or have been set by Government.

This increasing market demand will need to be met, and the most successful  
businesses will be the ones with exceptional talent and sufficient manufacturing  
capacity to deliver. Both the Ellesmere Port and Swynnerton operations are critical  
to our combined future strategy; an outstanding team striving for the same goal  
is vital to the success of both businesses and the Group.
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Our Mission
Our desire is to have the whole team engaged and passionate about making a  
difference in the UK’s drive to decarbonise, and providing a better future for our 
children, grandchildren, and generations to come. 

Our investors believe in this strategic opportunity and have provided significant  
funding to allow this deal to happen. Following this transaction, both businesses are 
in a secure financial position with cash in the bank in excess of £1.5m and access to 
an additional multi-million-pound finance facility from our major shareholder, which is 
available to support future investment opportunities required to achieve the mission.

Our Purpose. Our Why. Our Vision.
We feel passionately about ensuring everyone understands why we get up in the 
morning; life is short and we want our people to work together, striving to do 
something that matters. Setting our Why is an important step in helping our teams,  
customers, partners, suppliers, and other stakeholders, understand the reason why 
we exist. 

Our Promises
Look after our People
• Training
• Career development opportunities
• Team spirit / social activities
• Share in profitable performance
• Regular and clear communication from the top.

OUR

WHY
OUR

WHAT
Innovating our energy 

system to sustain 
our way of life whilst 
protecting our planet

We are the 
architects, builders, 

commissioners 
and maintainers behind 

all our solutions

OUR

HOW
Solving complex problems 

of strategic importance 
for Energy Producers 

and Transporters, and 
Industrial users, using 

best of breed technology
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Look after our Customers, Stakeholders, and the Environment
• Provide excellent service to our customers and generate repeat business
• Grow as the key partner for UK gas networks - RIIO 2 investment cycle
• Licence/distribute best-of-breed technology (products)
• Position ourselves as a key partner on the two Track 1 hydrogen and CCUS projects: 

Hynet and East Coast Cluster
• Position ourselves as the go-to-specialist for industry low carbon fuel switching 

projects
• Exploit the potential for hydrogen powered fleet vehicles.

Our existing corporate values share common themes

Orbital Thyson Common Themes

Talent Strength Shining through our people, our solutions, our attitude, 
and our capabilities

Service Intelligence Understanding and delivering precisely what our 
customers need from our technology, solutions, service, 
and partnerships

Innovation Innovation Encouraging technological and commercial innovation 
as business as usual, in our approach, our work, and our 
culture

Environment Sustainability Using technology to make our business sustainable for  
the environment and resilient for our partners, enhancing 
the future for all our stakeholders, through the systems  
we deploy

Safety Safety Ensuring through our accreditations, processes and 
regular training, that every person, employee, customer, 
partner, and visitor to our business and the sites where  
we work, is looked after; secure in the knowledge that their 
safety is paramount; there’s never room for complacency; 
we all get to go home at the end of each day.
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nZero Group Executive Team
nZero Group is the parent/holding company of both Orbital Gas Systems and  
Thyson Technology. The directors and shareholders of nZero Group are Matt Allen,  
Neil Stuchbury, Nick Maguire, Karl Daniel, Russell Brown, Ron Smith (non-executive 
chair) , and Andrew Leach (non-executive), who represents our majority shareholder and 
funder NVM private equity, based in Manchester. They are the same directors who have 
been running Thyson Technology, three of whom were previously long-standing 
employees  of Orbital.

With the mix of skills and experience across the nZero board and the Senior Management 
teams of Orbital and Thyson, we have a leadership team unrivalled in this sector; a 
combination of seasoned business leaders and highly experienced engineers, with vision, 
commitment, and energy to see Thyson and Orbital deliver, innovate, thrive, and grow. 

We believe that the time is right to embrace the exceptional talent of both businesses 
and position nZero Group as the UK’s leading measurement and control partner across 
the natural gas, petrochemical, biomethane, and decarbonisation sectors. 

The nZero Group Board

Matt Allen – Managing Director

Matt’s role involves providing a clear direction of travel to our  
people, customers and partners so they’re bought in and want to  
be involved in our journey. This involves getting the right people on 
the bus in the right seats, ensuring customers are happy and both 
Thyson and Orbital are profitable and growing shareholder value.

Matt has been with Thyson for nearly seven years, spending the  
first four years as Finance Director before taking over as Managing 
Director. Following a first-class honours degree in Mathematics, Matt 
qualified as a Chartered Accountant prior to a successful 10 years in 
mergers and acquisitions and private equity. Matt then enjoyed six 
years as a Finance Director where he was instrumental in restoring 
profitable growth to a Financial Services business. 

Neil Stuchbury – Sales & Marketing Director

Neil’s experience is in both sales and engineering. He has spent nearly 
his whole career working for both Orbital and Thyson, starting out as 
an Engineering Graduate at Orbital in 1997, progressing to senior roles 
in both companies. His passion is for spearheading innovations, 
harnessing available technologies and breaking boundaries, ensuring 
both businesses are well positioned to deliver exciting fresh 
opportunities that lie ahead, supporting our partners, customers, and 
to everyone’s mutual benefit and success. 
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Nick Maguire – Operations Director 
Orbital Gas Systems

Nick joined Thyson in June 2016, with a career spanning over  
35 years, providing commercial and technical integrated solutions 
within the engineering sector, predominately within the oil and gas 
industry. He is an integral part of the senior management team, 
bringing senior engineering, commercial management and 
manufacturing experience, as well as change management to  
his role, driving change and efficiency.

Karl Daniel – Operations Director 
Thyson Technology

Karl joined Thyson in 2010 as Project Manager and became a  
Director in 2015. Prior to joining Thyson, Karl spent 25 years in  
project management across the oil and gas, petrochemical and 
commercial sectors successfully delivering bespoke Electrical,  
Control and Instrumentation projects.

Russell Brown – Innovation & Technology Director 

Russell’s engineering and commercial experience spans more than 
three decades, gaining significant technical, process and operational 
experience having worked for organisations around the world. 

Russell repatriated in 2011 taking a senior role at Orbital and more 
recently moved to Thyson, in both businesses striving for exceptional 
customer satisfaction. He is a Chartered Engineer, achieved an MBA, 
and is passionate about renewables, knowledge transfer, new 
technology and process optimisation that can improve our customers 
operational experience.  

Ron Smith – Non-Executive Chair

Ron has extensive engineering and senior leadership experience, 
retiring as a board member of Siemens in 2010, leaving the business 
with a revenue of £5 bn and 21,000 employees worldwide.

Since retiring from Siemens, Ron has built a successful track record  
of supporting private equity backed businesses, providing sound 
governance, strategic direction and constructive challenge, with the 
objective of increasing shareholder value.
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FAQs

Who is nZero-Group?
nZero Group is the parent/holding  
company of both Orbital Gas Systems and 
Thyson Technology. The directors and 
shareholders of nZero Group are Matt Allen, 
Neil Stuchbury, Nick Maguire, Karl Daniel, 
Russell Brown, Ron Smith (non-executive 
chair) and Andy Leach (non-executive 
director) who represents our majority 
shareholder and funder NVM private equity 
based in Manchester. They are the same 
directors who have been running Thyson, 
three of whom were previously long-
standing employees of Orbital.

Why did nZero Group buy Orbital?
The opportunity to acquire such a well-
established, dynamic and knowledgeable 
business with an outstanding history of 
successful B2B project delivery in the  
UK energy sector was unmissable, and  
one which made complete sense to the 
Group owners.

Both Orbital and Thyson have strong 
reputations in instrumentation, 
measurement, and control of gases  
across the Gas Distribution and 
Transmission Networks, Biomethane  
to Grid, Petrochemical, and Oil and Gas 
sectors.

Exceptional talent can be hard to find, and 
this transaction will strengthen the Group’s 
attractiveness as a major employer in our 
operational sectors. Equally, across the 
Group, we will be improving our knowledge 
and experience, which translates into 
providing higher quality customer service 
and an even greater desire to achieve a right 
first-time engineering experience for our 
customers.

What are the strengths of Orbital and 
the strengths of Thyson? How do the 
businesses complement each other?
Over the last decade, there’s been a 
crossover of people between Orbital and 
Thyson, with employees at all levels 
transferring from one business to another. 
In other words, there’s always been 
reasonable insight and understanding 
about what the other business is doing.

Orbital has a rich history in delivering 
operational technology such as gas quality 
measurement, fiscal metering and 
odourisation solutions to the UK natural gas 
industry, while Thyson’s pedigree was 
formed delivering complex integrated 
analytical solutions to a range of industries 
including offshore Oil and Gas, 
petrochemical, and natural gas sectors. 
Both organisations have a significant 
installed base across the UK of biomethane 
to grid packages and share complementary 
firsts in hydrogen blending for gas networks 
and industrial fuel switching, with ambitions 
to serve the UK’s decarbonisation 
programme – and beyond.

How do they manage both 
businesses?
Thyson and Orbital both have their  
strengths and opportunities to improve, and 
by creating an environment that promotes 
the sharing of knowledge and best practices, 
both businesses will improve their 
performance together.

To enable this to be achieved, the initial 
Group structure will bring together the sales 
teams, service teams, and support functions 
such as finance, IT, SHEQ and HR. The 
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Engineering/Project Delivery teams will 
continue to operate as they did before this 
transaction, with the added benefit of 
sharing knowledge, best practices, and 
resources (skills and manufacturing space) 
between the two businesses.

Matt Allen will continue as Managing 
Director of the Group with overall 
responsibility for the direction and 
leadership of both Orbital and Thyson.

Neil Stuchbury will continue as Sales & 
Marketing Director of the Group and will 
lead the sales team and marketing partners 
across both Thyson and Orbital.

Russell Brown will continue as Innovation  
& Technology Director of the Group and will 
lead the service and maintenance activities 
of both Orbital and Thyson, supported by a 
new Customer Service Manager, Richard 
McDowell.

Karl Daniel will continue as a Director  
of the Group, and will assume the role of 
Operations Director at Thyson, leading the 
existing Thyson senior management team  
of Jim Smith and Neil Ayre.

Nick Maguire will continue as a Director  
of the Group, and will assume the role of 
Operations Director at Orbital, leading the 
existing Orbital Senior Management Team 
of Jonathan Smith, Tristan Roberts and 
Andrew Wood.

Jonathan will become the Head of 
Commercial for Orbital, with a longer-term 
plan to widen his role across the Group, 
whilst Tristan and Andrew will continue  
in their existing roles. 

Simon Main will be promoted to Group 
Financial Controller, reporting directly  
to Matt Allen, and will gradually assume 
the responsibility for the finance and IT 
functions of both Thyson and Orbital.

Will both businesses remain 
competitive?
This move will further sharpen the high 
levels of service, solutions, and collaboration 
each business provides to our customers, 
making both businesses more competitive 
through its quality of service and 
deliverability.

What about frameworks we both 
hold positions on?
The most important factors here are our 
mutual clients’ wishes and preferences, 
ensuring that customers understand that 
the transaction strengthens each business’s 
ability to continue to satisfy their needs. We 
will discuss these matters in detail with each 
framework client and move forward in the 
best way possible.

What about where we compete in the 
open market?
Bids that have been submitted will run their 
natural course, but future bids will be 
decided on through a selection process 
managed by Neil Stuchbury and the 
respective sales teams. The two businesses 
will no longer be competing. Some clients 
may have a preference on which company 
or team they would prefer to work with, 
which we will listen to.



www.nzerogroup.com




